The unique character of Oral Torah has been well outlined by Martin Jaffee and Elizabeth Alexander Shanks in *The Cambridge Companion The Talmud and Rabbinic Literature*, edited by Charlotte E. Fonrobert, Cambridge University Press, 2007, (pp. 17-74). Alexander even notes: “A ban on writing rabbinic teachings is also recorded in the earlier of two Talmuds, the Palestinian Talmud.” (p. 47). She adds: There is a certain irony to the fact that the body of literature known as Oral Torah today fills the greater part of a wall of bookshelves.” (p. 49). What she further observes is quite relevant for our purposes: Whereas as Epstein argues that the WRITTEN versions were to be accepted as authoritative over the flaws of human memory, (Saul) Lieberman argues that only the ORAL versions performed in the academy had authority.” She does not assume “that writing necessarily confers fixity and therefore must be disassociated from the oral life of the Mishna (the earliest collection of Tannitic, meaning orally transmitted teachings) and other rabbinic texts. In the footnote No.10, she quotes the Israel scholar Jacob Zussman as firmly vindicating that “no written copies of the Mishna existed in the rabbinic academies of Late Antiquity,” and upholds his work as “the most thorough collection of talmudic citations bearing upon the question of the oral transmission of rabbinic literature.” While she does not prelude the use of written test, her concluding remarks have great relevance for the Zoroastrian situation in this regard: “The essence of rabbinic orality shifts to the face-to-face encounter between teacher and student and the active way in which this encounter brings a tradition of teaching to life.” (pp. 50-56).

Having undergone such a training for the Magi, I am well aware of its merits. While there are obvious differences in the methods employed for orality in Judaism and Zoroastrianism, its acceptance and reliability for the former, bodes well for the latter too. Indeed, as Yaakov Elman states, “Here, the rabbis and the Zoroastrian magi were on the same side, both privileging oral transmission.” (p. 176).
Validity of the Oral Tradition

As Marc Hirshman states, “There is an uncharacteristic unanimity of opinion in rabbinic literature concerning the existence and antiquity of the oral law” and “Rabbinic literature abounds in references to the antique oral law that is the bedrock of its own existence,” which is quite true in the case of Zoroastrianism as well. He adds: “Even the Sages of Tannitic period hold that the oral law was at least as authoritative as the written law” and “it seems clear that the Sages felt fully empowered, heirs to an oral tradition.” (The Cambridge History of Judaism, Volume IV, Cambridge University Press, 2006, pp. 899-901).

The struggle with the Christian Church, especially the frontal assault by Origen, over the correct interpretation of Scripture “led the Rabbis to emphasize the status of the oral law.” Hirshman adds: It is quite evident that the sages viewed the oral law as the distinctive and authentic interpretation of Scripture.” (p.906). While Jewish oral laws may not be totally synonymous with oral texts, the importance of oral scriptures and orality vindicated by them may validate Zoroastrian oral texts as well.